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ALL NIGERIA NEEDS IS LOVE
They cried:
“Help! Help! Help! I don’t wanna go there
Mama help! Papa help! Barrister help!
I don’t wanna go there
Passengers help! Everybody help! Please help
I don't want to go there”
In the past
Like cows to the slaughter
Against their will, chained and cuffed
In ship-loads they were exported
To toil till they die
To make foreign owners richer
And foreign land a better place
With no visa, they were illegal
A number burnt into their skin
They had for a passport
In vain they cried…
“Mama help! Papa help! Everybody help! I don't want to go there”
Where were the immigration authorities?
When they needed someone to refuse them entry
And deport them back to Nigeria?
In the present
Like cows to the slaughter
Against their will, chained and cuffed
In plane-loads they are being exported to Nigeria
With no visa, they are illegal
With criminal convictions, they are illegal
With no money, they are illegal
Emergency Travel documents they have for passports
Immigration Authorities know them by fingerprints
Immigration Authorities are ready and forceful
To Nigeria
They must be deported!
They were born in Nigeria
Their ancestral roots are in Nigeria
They are illegal immigrants
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They are criminals
They are the undesirables
They wreak havoc to the economy of the foreign land
They are a menace!
Away with them!
To Nigeria, they must be deported!
But inside the plane they cry
Inside the plane they beg:
“Mama help! Papa help! Pilot help! Barrister help! Passengers help!
Everybody help!
Please help
I don't want to go there
Nigeria is not my home
Here is my home,
Nigeria is foreign to me
Here is local to me
I will be killed there
I want to remain in prison here
Rather than be free in Nigeria”
Today
Nigeria weeps
A sea of blood
Flooding away
The ancestors' bones
Foetuses will soon refuse to be born
Those gone before are running away
To foreign lands
What has happened to the giant of resources?
The land flowing with opportunities
The generous hearts and generous spirits
The situation is desperate, but the solution is simple
Stop fattening Nigeria with the grass of hatred
Stop keeping her down with the bucket of greed
Stop poisoning her eyes with the chicken-message of hopelessness
All Nigeria needs is Love,
All that is needed is a change of heart
170 MILLION's change of attitude
So shine that Touch of Love
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To bring about that change of heart
So shine that Torch of Love
To bring about that change of attitude
FEED NIGERIA LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop
Yes, it can be done,
In love it can be done,
Through love, it can be done
With love, it can be done
Yes, it is being done
So reach out and touch
Nigeria's heart
And make Nigeria a better place
Yes, it can be done
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

MIGRANTS OF COMPULSION
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OPEN LETTER
Dear All High Commissions and Embassies,
This open letter is circulated to raise awareness on the matter of the deportation of ‘hostgrown’ humans who were convicted of criminal offences and completed serving their prison
sentences. Some of these humans arrived in the host countries as children at different ages but
what they all have in common is the label ‘foreign criminals’. Some are being deported to the
countries where their parents were born. Some to countries of their own births. Some are in
their twenties. Others are not in their twenties.
The Immigration authorities deport these humans to their countries of birth or ancestral
connection, on the ground that their removal is for the prevention of disorder and crime; the
protection of the rights and freedom of others and maintenance of an effective immigration
control in the host country. To facilitate removal, the Immigration authorities obtain from
High Commissions and embassies, emergency travel documents pursuant to different legally
binding agreements and rely on such travel documents to forcefully remove these humans;
sometimes in specially charted flights. Before removal, the humans are detained; sometimes
for many months. On the day of removal, they are hand-cuffed and restrained in different
ways using what the host country deems to be reasonable force necessary to ensure that
removal is not frustrated by resisting deportees. There has been at least one reported case of
death during a forced deportation.
REASON FOR WRITING
I have the interests of all countries at heart and seek to remind countries that lasting peace
comes through LOVE-induced actions and policies. If the presence of a human is
burdensome to a host country, it is likely that the presence of that human would also be
burdensome to the receiving country. If one country is unsafe, all humanity will be affected
because what happens in one part of the world affects the rest of the world. So the question
that international community should be asking is not just the legal question of whether
deportation is in the best interest of the deporting country. The additional questions should
include the overriding question based on LOVE which is “how best is this human going to be
rehabilitated and re-integrated into the society to stop or minimise further reoffending and
crime by him in any part of the world”.
In my own mind, it is wrong in LOVE to create problems in other countries by deporting
‘host-grown people with criminal convictions’ especially in circumstances where they are
resisting removal and there is no adequate arrangement for rehabilitation and re-integration
into the receiving society in circumstances where the convict can easily be rehabilitated in the
deporting country. It is accepted that the deportation may be right in law but the question that
international community need to learn to ask is whether the deportation is right in LOVE? Is
the deporting country exporting unwanted burden whilst encouraging people of means and
talent to migrate?
All countries are encouraged to review their deportation policies or put in place a new policy
based on international LOVE not just international law. LOVE overrides all laws and is a
need which international communities are encouraged to recognise and place at the heart of
all decisions. It is to be recognised that what is right in law may not necessarily be right in
LOVE and that all humans need LOVE.
Receiving countries are encouraged to review all policies for granting emergency travel
documents issued for facilitating the removal of a human on the ground that such removal
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would prevent crime and disorder in the host country. It is important to emphasise that what
happens in one part of the world affects all of humanity and international communities must
coordinate resources towards tackling the root and route of crime, corruption, economic
migration and destructive greed and selfishness.
The world has become one global economy through the internet, air, sea and land travels and
connections. Physical boundaries are disappearing in importance and in reality by reason of
wireless connections and transactions. Dumping ‘unwanted humans’ in a particular country
does not make the world as a whole a safer place. Citizens of the deporting countries travel
on holidays and other businesses to the countries where the ‘unwanted’ are dumped. Such
holiday makers and others may be victims of the effect of treating such other countries as the
dumping grounds for the ‘unwanted’ and this triggers a chain reaction and action which
reaches and touches not only the deporting country but other countries of the world. If the
punishment of ‘transportation’ has been abolished for citizens, it cannot be right in LOVE to
keep it in place for non-citizens.
Many of the countries which deport criminals to other countries are the very countries which
champion the cause of world peace. The route to lasting world peace is LOVE. If the
deportation of host-grown people with criminal records will prevent disorder and crime in the
deporting country, what would it do to the receiving country including its economy, tourism
and security? Those championing the cause of world peace know that treating places as
dumping grounds for the ‘undesirables’ is not a route to lasting world peace. Sometimes the
deportees who have already finished serving full custodial sentences imposed by law for their
crimes are dumped at the airport as a further punishment.
In my own mind, deportation of those with criminal convictions is exportation of a special
kind. No country is a dumping ground for humans seen by another country as burdens and
economic drain especially where the criminality of the convict was learnt in the country
deporting the convict. This is an era of LOVE when countries must boldly emphasise that it is
not right in LOVE, morally or otherwise, for any country to be treated as a dumping ground
for those who are seen by the host country as dregs to be purged from society. Is this the
reverse of the slave trade when humans were exported to help increase the wealth of owners?
It would appear as though the deportation of those with criminal convictions is designed to
keep the deporting countries safer and more conducive for economic investments. Like in the
past, today, humans are being forced out of their countries of residence in order to help
increase the wealth of the deporting countries. Both slave trade and present day deportation
create “MIGRANTS OF COMPULSION”
I am not the first to raise concerns on this practice. In Lamguindaz v United Kingdom (1993)
17 EHRR 213, Judge Schermers stated:
"I fully agree with the Court that there is well-established international law granting states
full control over entry of aliens ... For any society individuals like the present applicant are a
burden. Even independent of human rights considerations, I doubt whether modern
international law permits a state which has educated children of admitted aliens to expel these
children when they become a burden. Shifting this burden to the state of origin of the parent
is no longer clearly acceptable under modern international law. It is at least subject to doubt
whether a host country has the right to return those immigrants who prove to be
unsatisfactory" Please see Maslov v Austria (Application no. 1638/03)[2009] INLR 47; JO
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(Uganda) and JT (Ivory Coast) [2010] EWCA Civ 10 and Uner v Netherlands [2007] INLR
273.
In my view, crime is a global problem which must be jointly tackled by the whole human
community. Host countries must not shift to other countries, the host countries’ rehabilitation
responsibilities. All countries have an obligation in LOVE to nurture humans to LOVE and
not to reject and dump those people who commit criminal offences. If invited to do so, I am
happy to suggest proposals based on LOVE to start international discussion on this subject.
Yours faithfully,
Harriet Gore
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A RESPONSE TO THE DISCUSSION OF ARROW OF GOD
BY CHINUA ACHEBE
Why is the answer
Why follow, when you can lead?
Why conform, when you can change?
Why destroy, when you can remould?
Why insist when fluidity frees?
Why remain silent when talking can make a difference?
And why talk when silence is bliss?
Why follow convention when breaking it will do?
Why think within the box when outside it saves?
The unseen problem is the unknown problem
The problem you see is the problem you can solve
The divided nation of a uniting deity
A uniting deity whose purpose is defeated
Why continue to wait for that which you’ve removed from power?
Why are people impotent in a potent land?
Why blame Ezeulu for the failure to harvest?
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Why wait to harvest when you could not wait to fight?
To fight Okperi against Ezeulu
To fight for land but not for peace
It is not about Ezeulu, it is about the people
The people who refused to harvest when harvesting will save
The people who stuck to tradition when breaking it will do
We think we’ve done enough when we attack the leaders
But we are the leaders but do not know we are
We are those we attack
We are those leaders, who have failed to harvest
We are those leaders who have failed to lead
Who mirror the failure, we are keen to attack
We have not done enough by attacking leaders
Attacking leaders is attacking ourselves
We are the leaders who failed to harvest
We are the leaders who disobeyed and fought
We are not doing enough by attacking ourselves
But we would start enough, when we accept the blame, we heap on others
And begin to change
And become exemplary
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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CHINUA ACHEBE’S PEOPLE OF UMUARO (ARROW OF GOD), A RESPONSE
Ulu was your own creation
It did not create you
People created it
Ulu was created to unite
Not to dictate harvest time
Why do you wait for it to dictate
What you already know is to be done
Ulu was created in the past
To build a new to solve your need
When your need has moved to a new
And your creation silent and mute
Why didn’t you think of creating a new
When in art you can create anew
It is not really about Ezeulu
It is not really about Ulu
It is about people who have lost their sense
Their sense of imagination
Their creativity sense
Ulu was created the symbol of unity
Ulu was created to unite Umuaro
It did not create people, people created it
It did not destroy people, people destroyed it
When they chose war and disunity
Over LOVE and unity
Mmiri ajogo njo mgbe nchiche mairia aka
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Water became bad the moment the lepers hand dipped into it
That monkey’s hand was not removed in time from the soup and in time it became a
human’s hand
That stitch was not in time and did not save 9
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

FAMILY AT WAR

A family at war is humanity at war
Humanity at war is a family at war
It is not them versus us
It is us versus us
In LOVE a family unites
In LOVE humanity unites
In LOVE all unites
LOVE is the bond of the intelligent
LOVE bonds intelligence
Not just of the humans
But of all intelligence
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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REMOVE THAT MASK; ACCEPT WHO YOU ARE.
To the question: How do we solve the poverty-problem of Nigeria?
I answer: Nigeria is not poor but many problems can be solved with the hands The bearers of fingers
They say: Do not bite the hand that fed you;
I say: Do not bite the hands which feed you but respect and love your hands;
They say: The fingers are not equal;
I say: The fingers are not equal in length but each has unique job, place, force
and might;
They repeat: All the fingers are not equal;
I say all the fingers are not equal in length but all the fingers and palms have to
be healthy, happy and work together for the hand to feed you without pain;
They say: Some people who live in Nigerian cities are so poor that they cannot
afford food;
I say: Some people who live in Nigerian cities have fertile ancestral land, so
rich and waiting to produce food;
I say: If you have ancestral home and land, you don't have to live in the city if
you cannot pay your rent or afford food;
They ask: How do you solve the problem of Nigeria?
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I answer: Through the hands, the bearer of fingers.
Look at those hands, Look at their shapes, colour and size;
The hands are made so that you can study them yourself. The back and face can
only be studied through another;
Look at those fingers, Look at their shapes, colour and size;
The fingers are made so that you can study them yourself. The back and face
can only be studied through another;
Look at those palms, Look at the shapes and sizes, look at the skin of your
hands.
The palms are made so that you can study them yourself. The back and face can
only be studied through another.
They ask: How do you solve the poverty-problem of Nigeria?
I answer: THROUGH THE STUDY OF HANDS;
DO NOT FOLLOW THE BACK OR FACE; YOURS OR OTHERS;
SOME PEOPLE HAVE PERISHED TRYING TO SAVE FACE.
They ask: How do you solve the poverty-problem of Nigeria?
I say: REMOVE THAT MASK AND ACCEPT WHO YOU ARE.
They ask: How do you solve the poverty-problem of Nigeria?
I say: STUDY AND FOLLOW YOUR UNIQUE HANDS;
IN THEIR UNIQUENESS LIES "WHO YOU ARE" AND THE ANSWER
YOU SEEK.
LOVE, AND RESPECT YOUR UNIQUE HANDS;
FOR THEY ALONE FEED YOU WHEN YOU ARE WELL.

LOVE: FOOD FOR ALL
Feed LOVE; Not CONTROL;
Feed HUNGER; Not GLUTTONY;
Feed BEAUTY; Not ENVY;
Feed RESPECT; Not MANIPULATION;
Feed tolerance; Not fear;
Feed PASSION; Not COMPETITION;
Feed FRIENDSHIP; Force not....
For those who are HUNGRY will be satisfied;
Those who are thirsty will be watered;
Those who seek LOVE, PEACE, WISDOM...;
Find PEACE OF MIND, FAITH, HOPE, HAPPINESS.
FOR WHAT YOU FEED YOUR MIND IS WHAT IT BECOMES;
Feed it BEAUTY and it will become BEAUTY-FULL;
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Feed it LOVE and it will become LOVE-FULL
FOR WHAT YOUR MIND BECOMES IS WHO YOU ARE

Feed your mind love and never stop loving.

TOUCH NIGERIA
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Touch Nigeria LOVE
Touch LOVE Nigeria
LOVE touch Nigeria
Nigeria touch LOVE
LOVE Nigeria, touch
Make our world better
In song, words and pictures
In hearts, acts and living
What happens in one part
Affects all humanity
International communities
Must coordinate resources
Towards tackling the root
And route of all crimes
Corruption, oppression
Economic migration
Destructive greediness
Selfishness which destroys
Abuses of all kinds…
By individuals, institutions
By governments, groups, sectors
Turn to practise LOVE ALWAYS
It can be done, for sure
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If we resolve to do it
And set about doing it
With LOVE and through LOVE
And for LOVE’s sake only
It can be done, for sure
It’s being done, for sure
Starting from you and I
One step a time the way
LOVE’s practice takes time
It’s worth working on
And worth waiting for
LOVE’s not a quick fix
LOVE takes time
But the impossible happens in LOVE
GOD IS LOVE AND TO LOVE IS DIVINE
Touch Nigeria LOVE
LOVE Nigeria touch
LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE AND NEVER STOP
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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